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PARIS: Energy prices soared in 2021 — with
gas, oil, coal, electricity and carbon all shooting
higher in large part owing to a resurgence of
geopolitical tensions between producers and
consumers.

The “steep rise in prices was probably the
most dramatic development on the commodi-
ties markets in 2021”, noted Commerzbank an-
alyst Barbara Lambrecht. The most spectacular
surge was that of Europe’s reference gas price,
Dutch TTF, which hit 187.78 euros per
megawatt hour in December — 10 times higher
compared with the start of the year.

The spike has been fuelled by geopolitical
tensions surrounding Russia, which supplies
one third of Europe’s gas. Western countries
accuse Russia of limiting gas deliveries to put
pressure on Europe amid tensions over the
Ukraine conflict and to push through the con-
troversial Nord Stream 2 pipeline set to ship
Russian gas to Germany.

Critics say Nord Stream 2 will increase Eu-
rope’s dependence on Russian gas and Ukraine
has described it as a “geopolitical weapon”.
Russian energy giant Gazprom has strongly re-
jected Western accusations that Moscow is
limiting gas deliveries to Europe, already hit by
low stocks as economies reopen from pan-
demic lockdowns.

Reliance on gas increased as calmer

weather has reduced the availabil ity of
wind power.

OPEC oil impact 
Crude oil prices rocketed also in 2021, gain-

ing more than 50 percent as demand recovered
and oil producing nations led by the Organiza-
tion of Petroleum Exporting Countries and al-
lies including Russia modestly boosted
supplies. It came after OPEC+ drastically
slashed output in 2020 as the pandemic began
to unfold, and virus-related restrictions caused
demand and prices to crash.

Although crude prices have shot back up,
trading above $75 per barrel heading into the
new year, the jump “seems almost moderate by
comparison” with gas, noted Lambrecht.

US oil benchmark contract, West Texas In-
termediate, reached a seven-year peak at $85
per barrel in October, before easing.

Chain reaction 
Soaring gas and oil prices have pushed up

the cost of coal, one of the most polluting fossil
fuels, at a time when countries are under pres-
sure to increasingly switch to cleaner energy
sources.

A ton of coal for delivery to the ports of
Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp struck $280
at the start of October, nearly three times the

price that had lasted for around a decade.
This helped to push up European carbon
prices, which reached above 90 euros per ton
for the first time in December, around three
times the level at the start of the year. Carbon
trading, while seen as a key way to prevent
climate change, involves companies buying
the right to pollute from others who have a

lower carbon footprint.
Electricity prices have also surged. Electric-

ity for delivery in France next year rose above
450 euros per megawatt hour in December,
four times more than in early September.

The surge in energy prices is fuelling high
inflation worries as soaring costs badly affect
businesses and consumers globally. —AFP

Energy costs soar in 2021, 
fuelled by political unrest

Geopolitical tensions between producers and consumers escalate

KUWAIT: You never know when a moment of inspiration will arrive.
Therefore, it is important to have a creative tool that is always by your
side even when on-the-move, like the Huawei MatePad Pro. With EMUI
11 new software update on the Huawei MatePad Pro., this is exactly what
you are getting and with the Huawei M-Pencil, you get to explore your
artistic side and do things you did not know you could.

Whether you are taking notes, sketching, painting or animating here
are a few useful apps that work well with the Huawei MatePad Pro and
the Huawei M-Pencil to help enhance your creativity and artistry.

Huawei M-Pencil: A magical wand right at your hands
The Huawei M-Pencil works with Huawei MatePad Pro to offer pre-

cise and smooth controls as well as low latency for traditional handwrit-
ing experience. It is easy to store and carry along, making it an ideal
note taking and sketching tool. The Huawei M-Pencil offers precise con-
trol with pressure sensitivity. Briefly, the thickness of lines change ac-
cording to the amount of pressure you apply; the lighter you hold the
pen, the thinner the lines will be. This may not be a concern for regular
handwriting, but it is necessary for those who use the Huawei M-Pencil
to draw. 

Noteshelf: watch your thoughts flow as you write
Noteshelf is a top app designed for journals, planning daily activities,

creating travel blogs, writing lyrics, sketching and jotting down shopping
lists. The Noteshelf app offers multiple types of brushes, colors and
stroke thickness for you to choose from and you can save them as your
favorites to use them directly next time. If you also need to erase or high-
light lines the eraser as well as a marker can help with that respectively.

In addition, the Noteshelf app supports image and text insertions giving
you the chance to create notes with a combination of handwriting and
texts in print. Other features include the Lasso feature, which lets you
select any area and move it around. Additionally, the Shape feature al-
lows you to convert a random sketch into a certain standard shape. 

Zen Brush 3: Sketch, draw and paint - let your imagination fly 
The popular and unique calligraphy and ink painting app, Zen Brush

3, is now available on Huawei AppGallery for download, which you can
use on the Huawei MatePad Pro. Not only does it offer special brush
sketching and painting experience, this app can accurately mimic your
haptic effects of writing on paper with a brush. The ink looks real with
layers as if written on a piece of paper. You do not have to be a pro to
appreciate it - even amateurs will find the Zen Brush 3 app charming.

You also do not need to have the technical expertise of working
with a brush - just go ahead and write on the Huawei MatePad Pro as
you would with a regular pen. However, if you are keen, Zen Brush 3
offers various, customizable brushes and papers that will entice you
to hone your craft even more. 

FlipaClip: Animate your content with style
Perhaps you want some animations to add into your videos, blogs

or posts. FlipaClip, an easy-to-use tablet animation app is available on
the Huawei AppGallery for download can help you to just that and a
little more as well. The FlipaClip app provides various free painting
tools and allows you to edit complicated content on different layers.
By using easy-to-use animation tools, you can edit and create every
single frame with handwriting or drawing. Whether you are a regular

user or professional, FlipaClip
helps display your inspirations and
creative ideas to life.

Creativity is no longer exclusive
to certain software or apps, it is
now easily accessed no matter
where you are to create and ex-
plore your artistic vibe anytime, anywhere with EMUI 11 software up-
date on the Huawei MatePad Pro and the Huawei M-Pencil and that is
certainly the right way to unleash your potential. 

Huawei MatePad Pro with EMUI 11 and Huawei 
M-Pencil can help bring out artistic eye in you


